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activity. But these questions can be addressed 
in other ways. For example, to verify the speci-
ficity of observed binding events to the target 
CXCR4, Finn and colleagues1 studied human 
T-lymphocytes with a genomic deletion in this 
gene. Short interfering RNA is another approach 
for knocking down the expression of the recep-
tor under investigation10.
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with the receptor at nontraditional binding sites 
used by accessory proteins9.

Backscattering interferometry does share 
some of the limitations of other nonbiased 
assays. In particular, it cannot report on the 
selectivity of compounds for the desired tar-
get or identify their intracellular biological 

proteins that can be lost in other assay systems, 
it may provide a more accurate model of the tar-
get. Moreover, analysis of membrane fractions 
from patient samples could be useful for inves-
tigating disease mechanisms. The approach may 
also improve the chance of identifying allosteric 
(rather than orthosteric) ligands that interact 

Figure 1 Backscattering 
interferometry quantifies binding 
to membrane proteins in the 
complex environment of native 
membranes. The multifaceted 
biology of membrane proteins is 
illustrated with the example of 
seven-transmembrane-domain 
receptors. The receptor interacts 
with various receptor activity 
modifying proteins, regulators of 
G-protein signaling and G protein–
associated kinases to signal 
through G-proteins or β-arrestin2. 
These activities are determined 
by various classes of ligands that 
interact with the receptor. Seven-
transmembrane-domain receptors 
can also dimerize3, bringing into 
play new modulatory factors and 
ligands. The combined effects 
of all of these many factors 
determine the receptor’s activity. Drug screens that capture this complexity should yield the best hits.
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The damaging effects of prolonged expo-
sure to light have long stymied ana lysis of 
dynamic processes in single living cells 
at high spatial resolution in real time. 
Photobleaching, which often results from 
light that illumi nates parts of the sample 
outside the area in focus, further cuts into 
microscopists’ so-called photon budget. 
Reporting in Nature Methods, Planchon 
et al.1 describe the use of Bessel beam 
plane-illumination microscopy to address 
these challenges. The ability to acquire two-
dimensional image planes at rates approach-
ing 200 frames s–1 enables them to 
assemble, within <10 s, three-dimensional 
images with resolutions down to ~0.3 µm.

The approach is the first application of 
plane-illumination microscopy to single cells. 
Plane illumination confines excitation to 
the area in focus by shining a sheet of light 
through the side of the sample and illumina-
ting only the specific plane that the objective 
above the sample is focused on. However, 
the broad sheets of light produced by the 
Gaussian beams used to image multicellular 
structures at single-cell resolution are too 
thick to monitor subcellular events.

To circumvent this limitation, Planchon 
et al. turned to Bessel beams—very narrow 
nondiffracting light rays each surrounded by 
concentric rings of less intense light. The key 
challenge lay in eliminating the phototoxic-
ity, photobleaching and out-of-focus haze 
caused by the weaker peripheral light. The 
authors addressed this problem by using 
two-photon excitation and an approach 
called structured illumination, either alone 
or together. Structured illumination involves 
rapidly switching the beam on and off instead 
of sweeping it across the sample continuously. 
The combination of both approaches is slightly 
superior to either alone, but comes at the 
expense of slower image acquisition than can 
be obtained using a continuously swept beam.

As depicted in this montage, the authors 
use the approach to image (clockwise from 
left) internal architecture and vacuoles in a 
monkey kidney cell (gold), membrane ruf-
fles at the surface of a monkey kidney cell 
(orange), microtubules in a pig kidney cell 
(green), mitochondria in a human osteosa-
rcoma cell (blue and blue-green) and chro-
mosomes during mitosis of a pig kidney 
cell (orange). Two-color live imaging at the 
same level of four-dimensional spatiotem-
poral detail is possible for processes that 
occur at rates compatible with the time 
needed to collect frames at the desired 
spatial resolution. Proteins that participate 
in processes with faster dynamics can be 
monitored by labeling them with the same 
fluorescent tag, as long as they are known a 
priori to remain spatially segregated during 
analysis.

The authors envision that better resolu-
tion is within reach, by, for example, com-
bining the approach with techniques used 
in super-resolution microscopy.

Peter Hare
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Bessel beams for light relief
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